
Look-Alike oh �n�g �y

From the Desk of the Old Torah Reader

There are pairs of oh �n�g �y that look alike but which are by no means similar

in usage and sound and should not be confused.  The pairs are: the t 
�n �s �e and

the �ty �J �P; the Q��P �v �n and the ch �, �h�  ; and part of the :eU �x �P-;Ix and the d �,��n.

It is actually not difficult to distinguish one from another, as I will attempt to

show.

The t �y �J �P is one of the six oh �n�g �y whose location on the word is always at a

set place—in this case, above the very end of the word.  The t �n �s �e is like

most oh �n�g �y that are positioned above the word; its location is above the

middle of the first letter of the accented syllable.  An example that shows

both oh �n�g �y in a common sequence is in  ,h �a«t "r �C 7-11:

 �j«ºb�h�H�j
k v�b�J ,I �t�n�J�J ,��b
J�C.  Fortunately, it is the practice with a t �y �J �P
when the accent is not on the last syllable, to place another t �y �J �P mark over

the first letter of the accented syllable as we see in ,h �Jt "r �C 8-14: 

h º�b���v J �s« �j�cU .  So if you see two marks like that over a word, you know the

accent is on the earlier syllable; otherwise it’s on the last syllable.

In the range where some oh �n�g �y indicate that the word they’re on sort of runs

into the next word without much pause and some oh �n�g �y indicate that the

word they’re on is at a major pause, the t �y �J �P is centrally located.  The

word it’s on is never influenced by the next word nor influences the next

word; and it never shows the modifications that are often found on words

that are at pauses.  The t �n �s �e on the other hand is the most extreme

“run-into” o�g �y.  For one, it and the j�B 'n are the only two oh �n�g �y that may

commonly be on a word that has another o�g �y for its main accent - the main

one following after.  Two examples are in ,h �Jt "r �C 17-24:  o º�v �r
c ��t
u
v·�b�J g�J#�,�u oh $�g
J�T�i�C and  r �C �s �N �C 22-7:  i º�h 
s�n h'�b
e�z
u c�tIn h��b
e�z U *f
k��H�u.
Furthermore, except in unusual cases

1
,  it is the only o�g �y that can appear on

a word when a hyphen (a  ; �E �n) follows that word as in ,h �Jt "r �C 18-18:

1. See ,h �a«t "r �C 8-18.



. �r-�t�v h$�hID k« #F I ºc�Uf 
r
c ��b
u.  This only happens when the  t �n �s �e precedes a

i �y �e-;"e�z.  The last example also shows how the t �n �s �e is affected by the

following word—its position being pushed earlier because of the accent on

the first syllable of the second word.

Another pair of oh �n�g �y that share the same shape are the Q��P �v �n and the ch �, �h� .
They too are easy to distinguish despite their common shape.  The  ch �, �h
always comes at the beginning of the word it’s on, placed before the vowel

sign of the first letter, whereas the Q �P �v �n is placed in the usual location for

oh �n�g �y positioned under the letter—after the vowel sign.  An example that

shows both oh �n�g �y is in ,h �a«t "r �C 9-2: ,'�H�j�k�F k �0g vº�h
v-�h o�f 
T�j
u o��f1t -�rInU
 . �r º�t�v
Despite the ch �, �h always being placed at the beginning of a word, knowing

where the accent is of the word it’s on is no problem—it’s always on the

first syllable of the word (including the only syllable of a one syllable

word.)
2

The place of a ch �, �h in the range of effects of oh �n�g �y is about that of a t �y �J �P.

As a matter of fact, the ch �, �h is always used instead of a t �y �J �P on a word

before a i �y �e ; "e�z or a i �y �e ; "e�z 'j�B 'n sequence when the word has its accent on

the first syllable—except when that word is in a sequence preceded by a

Q �P �v �n or a t �f �r "n or a ; �E �n.  The Q �P �v �n, on the other hand, is close to the t �n �s �e
in effect but not quite as extreme since it does not commonly, if ever,

precede another o�g �y on the same word.

A :eU �x �P-;Ix can be looked at as a combination of a colon at the end of a

word and a vertical bar—called a eUk �x—under one of the letters. The eUk �x
may be considered a  o�g �y; it has its own melody, indicates where the accent

is, and indicates a pause in the flow of the language. The d �, �n is also a

vertical bar under a letter, but the d �, �n strictly speaking is not a o�g �y—it

accompanies the o�g �y of a syllable.  In Hebrew as in English, a polysyllablic

word may have a syllable or syllables accented somewhat but less than the

main accented syllable.  The d �, �n is the sign that indicates the occurrence of

2. Actually a word like  ch �, �h would never show a ch �, �h mark because an accent can never fall on

a t �u �a«. 



this secondary accent.  Two examples of a d �, �n are seen in t �r �e �H �u 19-18:

WI ·n�F #W 1g -�r
k $�T
c�v-�t
u.  The d �, �n in the first word indicates a secondary accent.

The d �, �n in the second word is another matter.  It would not be found in the

1999 revision of  Q"�b �T by the Jewish Publication Society.  In versions

previous to that, a d �, �n would always be  placed with the vowel before a

syllable whose vowel is a ; �Y6j type.  As a matter of fact, a d �, �n was

generally placed with a vowel when the the next vowel is a g�b t �u �J.  That

would allow one to more easily distinguish a g�b t �u �J from a j�b t �u �J.  The

practice was abandoned by the JPS because such a usage was not found in

the earliest extant documents
3
.  Whatever the reason, other versions of  Q"�b �T,

whether in a a �nUj or in a oh �t �rIe iUE �T can be helpful in using the d �, �n to

discriminate a g�b t �u �J from a j�b t �u �J.

The eUk �x is, of course, always placed under the first letter of the accented

syllable of the last word of a eUx �P.  In case the last word of the eUx �P also has

a d �, �n on it as in t �r �e �H �u 17-3: :v-�b1j-�N-�k .U #j�n, you may be confident that the

eUk �x is the last vertical bar in the word.

3. There are other differences between the new JPS text and previous texts.  For example,

compare ,h �a«t "r �C 32-18 in an older a«�nUj with what’s in one with the new JPS text.


